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Measurement of the Development and Evolution of Shock Waves 

J 

in a Laser-Induced Gas Breakdown Plasma 

T. K. Chu and L. c. Johnson 

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 _ USA. 

ABSTRACT 

Space- and time.:..resolved interferometric measure-

ments of electron density in co2-laser produced plasmas 

in helium or hydrogen are made near the laser focal spot. 

Immediately after breakdown, a rapidly growing region of 

approximately uniform plasma density appears at.the 

focal spot.· After a few tens of nanoseconds, shock 

waves are formed, propagating both transverse and.parallel 

to the incident laser beam direction. Behind the trans-

verse propagating shock is an on-axis density minimum, 

which r~sults in laser-beam self trapping~ The shock 

wave propagating toward t~e focusing lens effectively 

shields the interior plasma from the incident beam, 

because the lower plasma temperature and ·higher plasma 

density in ·the shock allow )strong absorption of the 

incident beam energy. By arranging the laser radiation

plasma interaction to begin at a plasma-vacuum interface 

at the exit of a free-expansion jet, this backward· 

propagating shock wave is eliminated, thus permi tti,ng · 

efficient en~rgy deposition in the plasma interior.'. 
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I •. INTRODUCTION 

Interest has been growing in recent years in the possibility 

of utilizing co
2 

lasers for heating· magnetic.ally confined, weakly 

. 1-5 f 1 underdense fusion plasmas. The configuration most requent Y 
. 3 

suggested is a linear device with a plasma column about·lO meters 

.long, a few millimeters in diameter, confined radially 9Y a 

magnetic field of several hundred kilogauss strength, and heated. 

from the ends by powerful, long-pulse co2 lasers. 

absorption length for 10.6 µm radiation in the heated 

The 

,plasma, if one assumes inverse bremsstrahlung to be the dominant 

mechanism, ··would be comparable to the length of_ the plasma column, 

and the beam would have to be refractively trapped by the column 

to allow efficient heating. 

A number of papers have dealt with the refractive trapping 

o{ ,the.beam by pre-existing radial plasma density distribution. 6- 9 

Measlirements10 and one-dimensional (radial) magnetohydrodynamic 

calculations11 have also shown that favorable density profiles 

(with a density minimum on axis) arise within· a few nanoseconds 

of laser absorption in a uniform neutral gas or cool plasma as a 

result of plasma expansion and the formation of. radially pr9paga

ting sho.ck ·waves. Theoretical predictions12 . and observations9 of 

filamentation due to thermal self-focusing have also been reported. 

A modest degree of he_ating of confined plasmas by ~o~ laser 

radia'tiori has been observed in a number of ex_perim~nts. B,l3~16 

The longitudinal growth of the heated region has received 

little attention because of theoretical and experimental diff i-

cul ties. A bleaching wave, in which heating is so fast that 
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macroscopic plasma respo~se may_ be neglected, was treated theoreti

cally in a one-dimensional model by Rehm17 and by Steinhauer and 

Ahlstro~. 18 ·Rehm17 also showed numerically that, when the absorp

tion .length of the radiation is much less than the characteristic 

. length.of the plasma, the bleaching wave will become a laser

driven shock wave in a time of ·the order of the absorption length 

divided by the sound speed. 
. 14 
· .: Hoffman .has 

observed the longitudinal propagation of a heated region.in an 

axially heated theta-pinch •. This was interpreted as· a · "-. · · 

bleaching wave resulting from the T3./~ · · depencience of the e .. 

inverse bremsstrahlung absorption length, although 'the evolution 

of.electron density was not directly observeQ.• 

Similarly, measurements of the growth c;>f ·:the luminous region in 

underdense, laser-induced gas breakdown plasmas19120 do not 

admit to a clear interpretation of the mode of propagation along . 

the beam unless they are accompanied by space- and time-resolved 

plasma density measurements. 

The present paper reports interferometric measurements of 

electron density in underdense hydrogen and helium plasmas 

produced by gas breakdown at the focal spot of a· 30 J, 150 n.sec 

FWHM, coi laser. The temporal and spatial r~so.i{;.tions of the 

measurements (3 nsec and 50 µm, respectively) are sufficient.to 

show the evolution of the electron density longitudinally as 

well as radially. Within 20·nsec after breakdown, a density 

minimum develops on axis, and density builds up behind shock waves 

propagating radially and in both longitudinal directions along the 

beam. The radially propagating wave becomes a cylindrical blast 

wave. The shock. waves propagating longitudinally are laser-driven. 
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The backward-going wave partially shields the interior plasma 

and the forward-going wave, so that the relative speeds of the 

two laser-:-driven shock waves vary with plasma density. By 

positioning the focal plane of the laser in the steep gas 

pressure gradient of ~-free-expansion jet, the backward-going 

wave is eliminated, permitting efficient energy deposition in 

the downstream plasma. Some of these results have been briefly 

. 10 21 reported previously. ' 

II. EXPERIMENT 

The experiment is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A 4-cm 

diameter, 0.3-mm thick diaphragm with a 5-mm diameter orifice 

separates and interconnects two chambers, one on each side of 

the focal plane. The downstream chamber is pulse-filled with 

a solenoid valve, while the upstream .side is held under relative 

vactium. The co2 laser is pulsed with a pre-set time delay 

relative. to the time of valve opening, and gas pressure at the 

time of the laser pulse can be. varied by adjusting this time 

d'elay •.. The .gas pressure is monitored by measuring the fringe 

shift resulting from the gas pressure change,· using _the same 

Mach_.Zehnder interferometer used for electron density measurement 
. -7 (described below). ,The laser pulse duration is - 10 sec, the 

gas-pre~sure filling time is 

.the orifice is - 104 cm/sec. 

at 10-2 sec, and its exi7velocity 

Thus the gas can be/considered as 

stationary both in spac~ and ti~e during the l~ser ptilse dura

tion, and has a steep axial gas density gradient across the 

laser beam focal plane. In ex'periments without the interface, 

the upstream valve is closed, the chambers are filled to the 

desired pressure, and the orifice may be removed. 

.1 
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The plasma is initiated at the focal spot of a TEA co2 ~aser 

with unstable resonator optics, which gives an annular output beam 

with 5-cm i.d. and 10-cm o.d., and beam divergence less than 

1 mrad. The beam is focused by a KCl lens of 45 cm focal length. 

The radial intensity distribution at the focal plane is roughly 

Gaussian~ with a measured focal spot diameter of less than 1 mm, 

approximately equal to that expected from· spherical aberration. 

Photon drag detectors monitor the incident and transmitted beam. 

The central portion of the .annular transmitted beam has negligible 

intensity when no plasma is present. 

Electron density is measured side.,..on to the plasma with a 

He-Ne laser-illuminated Mach-Zehnder interferometer with photo-

1 . l' d t' lO mu tip ier etec ion. A lens external to the interferometer 

focuses the beam of a 3 mW He-Ne laser to a diffraction limited 

spQt in the.plasma with a beam waist diameter of - 150 µm. The 

plasma region is then re-imaged at a photomultiplier which accepts 

a portion of the recombined beam corresponding to 50 µm in the 

plasma.. Temporal resolution is limited by the photomultiplier 

(EMI 9785B) which has rise time of - 2 nsec. A mechanical 

shutter with a gate time of about a millisecond is used to prevent 

photomultiplier fatigue, and an interference filter blocks plasma 

luminosity at wavelength outside ;\ 632.8 ± o.5 nm. The phase of 

the interferometer is adjusted to any desired value prior to the 

plasma formation by means of a piezoelectric translator on one of 

the mirrors. The photomultiplier then monitors the phase shift 

as a function of time, along the chord selected by the external 

optics, and the radial and longitudinal dependence is mapped by 
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shot-by-shot scanning.. . For most of the ,present measurements, the 

.. contribution of neutral. gas immediately behind the shock fronts 

to the observed phase shift is negligible, so that op.e-wavelength 

interferometry is sufficient to. establish the electron density 

unequivocally •. The phase shift arising from the neutral .gas along 

the 4 cm path through the discharge chamber during pulse-filling 
. . 

occurs on a millisecond time scale and may.easily be distinguished 

from that due to the plasma formation and decay. 

III. RESULTS 

1. Radial Profiles 

Typical plasma behavior for breakdqwn of .ambient gas is shown 

in Fig. 2. The gas chamber, with the orifice removed, was filled 

with.helium at an initial pressure of 30 torr. For complete double 

ionization and no hydrodynamic motion, this would give an electron 
_.! 

d 't f 2 x.1018 cm- 3 • ensi y o . The inset shows the luminous image at 

50 nsec intervals beginning, ·with the bottom frame, approximately 

10 nsec after breakdown. The plasma·. is viewed side-on, with the 

,co2 .laser beam propagating from left. to right, and z = 0 repre

sents the focal plane. _At a given t~me, the luminous image is 

approximately cylindrical in·shape,.with a bright shell, and its 

length along the beam is several times its diameter. 

The curves in Fig. 2 show electron density radial profiles 

in the focal plane at 10 nsec intervals for the·first.100 nsec 

after breakdown. (T.hese were obtained by Abel inversion of the 

f . h'f f~l 22 > ringe s i t pr9 i es. At 10 nsec the plasma profile is nearly 

rectangular, with a diameter somewhat larger_ than the beam waist 

. ~-
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diameter. By.20 nsec there is already a deep minimum on axis, 

with density pile-up behind a radially expanding shock wave. At 

subsequent times, the central density continues to decrease as 

the plasma diameter increases. After 30 nsec the electron density 

maximum behind the shock wave begins to.decrease as the wave slows 

down. 

The evolution of electron density profiles in hydrog~n is 

qualitatively the same as that for helium. Figure 3 shows corres

ponding. profiles at 30 and 80 nsec after breakdown. The solid 

curves are for H2 at 10 torr initial pressure, and the dashed 

curves are for He at 30 torr. Densities are lower for the 

hydrogen case, because of the lower filling pressure, and evolu

tion is faster, because of the lower ion mass in the plasma and 

lower mass density ahead of the wave. Otherwise the two cases are 

qul_te similar and closely correspond with recent numerical solu-

tions of one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic equations for laser

induced heating and radial expansion of a cold, uniform hydrogen 

plasma. 11 It ".lppears, therefore, that the hydrodynamic model, 

.which assumes laser absorption by classical inverse bremsstrahlung, 

is essentially correct~ 

Time~resolved measurements of the intensity distribution of 
- . 10 

the co2 laser peam transmitted through the plasma always show 

evidence of self-trapping of the beam. The precise character of 

the refracted beam intensity .depends upong the opacity and length 

of the plasma along the beam as well as the density gradients 

transverse to the beam. An evaluation of the efficiency of self

trapping must await much more detailed measurements. 
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The radial.propagation speed of the shock is highest 

immediately after breakdown and, .after a few tens of nanoseconds, 

varies inversely with the shock radial position (plasma boundary) • 

Figure 4 shows r v vs. r o r o for the two cases of Fig. 3, where 

r~ is the radial shock position and vr is the shock speed. 

Curve a corresponds to helium at 30 torr, and curve b to 

hydrogen at 10 torr initial pressure. The asymptotic behavior 

(r v =constant) ·is observed in .both cases, and is characterise r 

tic of ·a cylindrical blast wave. 23 

A lower limit of laser energy deposition can be obtained 

from the propagation speed of the shock wave. Simi-larity solution. 

of the hydrodynamic equations for a cylindrical blast wave 23 

gives 

r v o r ( 1) 

where E
0 

is the "initial" energy input per unit length to the 

wave, p
0 

is the mass density ahead of the blast wave 

(6.6 x 10-: 6 gm/cm3 for He at 30 torr,. l~l x lo-6 gm/cm3 for 

H2 at 10 torr) ; and a is a numeri.cal factor of order unity 

determined by the specific _heat ratio y of the hot-core plasma. 

If it is assumed that y = 5/4, then· 

E
0 

= 2 .1 J/cm for He at 30 torr·; 

E
0 

= 0.36 J/cm for H
2 

at 10 torr. 

For y = 4/3, the corresponding values are 1.6 and 0.27 J/cm, 

respectively. 
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These values of energy deposited are in qualitative agree-

ment with absolute lower limits obtained by multiplying the maxi

mum value of electrons per· unit length in each case (from radial 

electron density profiles integrated over the plasma diameter) by 

the corresponding ionization potential. The values.are l.J/cm for 

·helium and 0.2 J/cm for hydrogen. 

From these estimates of energy per unit length, it is clear 

that relatively less energy is deposited in helium than the 

factor.of 18 which would arise from the 

the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient. The explana

tion probably lies in a higher.electron temperature and greater 

plasma opacity for the helium case. 

2. Axial Profile and Beam Shielding 

The measured variation along the beam axis of electron line 

density is shown in Fig. 5, at different times subsequent to 

·breakdown at. the focal plane· (z = O), for hydrogen plasma at 10 

· torr initial pressure. At less than 20 nsec, the profile is 

peaked at the focal plane, decreasing toward both edges. A 

gentle depression first appears in the profile slightly to the 

upstream of· the focal plane at 20 nsec. At 30 nsec, a dens~ty 

pile-up has already developed on both the forward and the 

b.ackward f rents. This· dens.i ty pile-up continues thereafter, 

stronger in the front running toward t_he focusing lens·. Direct 

observation of the neutral gas shock wave is indicated in Fig.6, 

which shows the .measured time change of fringe shift at 

z =. -2. ?S cm. The negative fringe shift preceeding the positive. 

one due to the electron density increase results from the 
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increase of gas pressure ahead-of the leading edge of the.plasma, 

demonstrating neutral.gas compression. It should be noted that 

- these layers of neutral gas behinq the shock waves become measura

ble only when their thickness and propagation speed fall within 

the limitations of the spatial and temporal resolutions of the 

present interferometric system, i.e., near the end-of the laser 

pulse when the shock is greatly weakened and the ionization 

relaxation time therefore is increased. 
. . .. 

Streak pictures of the longitudinal plasma expansion are 

shown-in Fig. 7 for a series of initial hydroge11 pressures. (The 

field of view for these pictures is· I z I .S 1. 5 cm). The laser 

beam is incident from the left. In general, there are two fronts, 

propagating in both directions along the beam. At very low 

pressure, ~he plasma_ is essentially transparent, and the availab_le 

ene-rgy for absorption at - the forward front is nearly the same as 

that at the backward front, resuiting in a_lmost symmetrical streak 

photographs. As.pressure is increased, the plasma becomes less 

transparent, and more energy absorption results in- faster propaga

tion of- both fronts. At still higher _pressure, a substantial 

fraction of the beam intensity is absorbed in the backward propa

gating front, considerably reducing the intensity incident on the 

forward front, and resulting in unequal propagation speeds. Fur

ther increase of pressure essentially eliminates the forward 

propagating front. 

Laser-driven luminous fronts in gas-breakdown plasmas have 

been the subject of numerous investigations, which will not be 

reviewed· here. (A bibliographical review of work prior to 1969 
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. . h l' 24 was given by De Mic e is .• References to more recent work, 

particularly that utilizing. co 2 lasers, may be found in a 

paper by Richardson and Alcock. 25 ) Most of these experiments 

were concerned with breakdown of high pressure gases, fo~ which 

the backward-propagating luminous front alone was present. 

Forward-going fronts were observed by Daiber and Thompson in an 

26 experiment with a ruby laser, .and by several authors using co2 

lasers. 19- 21127 From all these investigations, it ·is clear that, 

in the case of laser-induced breakdown of ambient.gas, a sub-

stantial fraction, if not all, of the incident intensity will be 

absorbed in the backward-going front. The present interfere-

metric measurements show, in addition, that the electron density 

behind the longitudinally propagating, laser-driven fronts can 

exceed that in the plasma interior by a substantial margin, as a 

resJl'lt of hydrodynamic motion. In order to efficiently heat a 

long, thin plasma column, the backward-propagating front must be 

eliminated. 

3. Elimination of Backward-Prooagatina Shock Wave 

Since a shock wave cannot propagate into a vacuum, its 

formation and propagation can be simultaneously eliminated a:t 

~ plasma-vacuum interface. Such an interface can be made to 

occur near the exit of a free-expansion jet when the focal plane 

of the incident beam is positioned at the steep gas-density 

gradient across the exit. Plasma formation and heating therefore 

will· begin at this plane. The scheme has been previously used 

by Thompson, Rehm, and Daiber in an experiment in overdense plasma 

. 1 1 l 'd . . 28 to simu ate aser-so 1 interactions. 
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A streak picture of the free-expansion jet experiment, with 

the focal plane at the orifice exit, is shown in Fig. 8 for an 

initial· hydrogen pressure of 10 torr.· Again, the laser is inci-

dent from the left. The backward-propagating luminous front is 

no longer present. Similar results are. observed for higher 

pressures. It has been also observed that, by moving the focal 

plane to the downstream of the orifice, a backward-propagating· 

front will begin at the focal plane, .toward the focusing lens, 

and apruptly stop at the interface. It should be noted that, 

during the laser pulse, the plasma diameter is less than the 

orifice diameter, and therefore no plasma-,.wall contact occu+s. 

Direct comparison of time-resolved electron line density at 

an upstream location z = -1.25 cm from the focal plane is shown 

in Fig. 9 for cases with and without the interface. Figure 9a 

shows the measured fringe shift as a function of time with a 
.. • -J 
.. ,_ .. 

steady.filling pressure of hydrogen at 10 torr. The plasma 

leading edge arrives at this location at 60 nsec after breakdown 

at the focal plane. The fringe shift increases rapidly to its 

peak value 1.15 in - ·10 nsec and theri immediately decreases. 

·This rapid rise to, and fall from, the peak density.is due .to 

the passing of a thin layer of high density plasma behinq the 

leading edge of the laser-driven shock wave. Figure 9b shows the 

corresponding plot in an experiment with the plasma~vacuum inter-

face produced with the orifice arrangement. The pressure in th~ 

high pressure chamber is also 10 torr. The leading edge of the 

free-expansion plasma arrives at this location at - 345 nsec. 

The fringe shift rises slowly to a peak value of 0.043. The. 
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sharp peak characterizing· a shock wave is absent. Figure 10 shows 

the time of arri"val of the plasma leading edge at various.distances 

upstream from the focal plane for both cases. With the interface, 

curve b, the leading edge is greatly delayed. (The orifice 

arrangement during these measurements limited the access of the 

scanning He-Ne laser-illuminated interferometer to.the plasma at 

distances greater than 12.5 mm from the focal plane.) We note 

that plasma formation with the forward propagating front, which 

has not been possible in high-density cases without the interface, 

has been observed at all densities with the present arrangement, 

indicating that energy deposition for _heating purposes in the 

in~er~or plasma is now possible . 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The present measurements clearly show the evolution of the 
__) 

electron density distribution in weakly underdense., laser-induced 

gas breakdown plasmas. Within 20. nsec after breakdown, the local

ized heating produces hydrodynamic motion which cha~ges the ini

tially uniform mass density distribution and leads to the develop

ment of shock waves propagating away from the focal.spot. The 

radial plasma density·profiles produced by the transverse hydro-

dynamic motion have on-.axis minima and are favorable for the 

observed refractive trapping of. the.laser beam. The buildup of 

density behind the longitudinally-propagating waves results in a 

greater rate of· energy absorptio.n at the ends. of the plasma column 

than in the plasma interior. By utilizing a free-expansion. jet, 

the backward-propagating wave is eliminated so that the incident 

beam is not attenuated before reaching the focal plane. 
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These results have a number of important implications with 

reference to the proposed laser~h~ated reactor schemes.l-S 

L) If a long plasma column is to be heated from the_ ends, ways 

' 
must be found to efficiently couple the beam into the column. In 

particular, the gas pressure on the laser. side of the focal plan¢ 

must be low so that laser-driven absorption waves canot ~ropagate 

uP tpe focusing cone 

.and shield the plasma column from the beam. The free-expansion 

jet provides a simple, eff~ctive method of eliminating the cold 

plasma boundary layer at the end of the plasma column so that the· 

beam may enter the column without severe attenuation. 

2.) Transverse hydrodynamic.motion, caused by ·localized· energy 

deposition near the axis, will occur in ·a time of the order of the 
' 

. beam diameter divided by the sonic speed, i.e., within a few nano,... 
I 

seconds, after absorption begins at·a given longitudinal position. 

This will result in plasma density profiles which a.re favorable for 

refractive trappi_ng of the laser beam. It is not yet clear 
. . 

whether it will be necessary to establish a· favorable profile 

before laser ir.radia tion in order to permit heating of a long 

plasma column. It is clear, however, that any pre~existing · 

density profile w~ll be q:uickly altered by .rad,.ial plasma motion, 
. I 

and it is the altered profile, rather than the initial one, that 

will govern the beam propagation at later times. 

3.) Projected device lengths are so great that the time 

required for longitudinal growth of the heated region of the 

plasma column is quite substantial. (Even at the speed of light, 

the transit time is ·greater than amicrosecond.) The mode of 
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propagation of the heating wave (bleaching wave, shock wave, etc.) 

will depend on the laser inte~sity at the wave front. This .inten

sity will be determined by the transverse plasm~ ~otion,mentioned 

above, as well as by the laser power and the opacity of the plasma 

column. In order to adequately predict events in a reactor-size 

device, it will be necessary to construct a two-dimensional,· self

consistent model in which the beam intensity, and hence the rate. ' 

of absorption and the evolution of temperature and density profiles, 

is determined at each longitudinal po_sition by refraction and 

absorption between that point and the .laser. 

This work wa·s supported by the United States Atomic Energy 

Commission Contract AT(ll-1)-3073. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of test section. A steep gas pressure 
gradient is established at the exit of the orifice when the 
pressure side is pulse-filled just prior to laser pulse. In 
experiments without the steep-gradient interface, the entire 
chamber is filled to desired pressure and the orifice may be 
removed. 
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Fig. 2. Electron density profiles at 10 nsec intervals 
for the first 100 nsec after breakdown. Th2 inset shows the 
luminous image at 50 nsec intervals begin~ing - 10 nsec after 
breakdown (bottom frame), with co 2 laser in~ident from the left. 
He plasma, initial pressure 30 torr. 
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Fig. 3. Electron density profiles at 30 and 80 nsec after 
breakdown for hydrogen (initial pressure 10 torr) and helium 
(initial pressure 30 torr) plasmas. 
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Fig. 4·. r 0 vr vers.us r 0 , where r 0 is the shock position 

-and Vr is the.shock speed. Plasma parameters are the same as 
those of Fig. 3. The ~~shed lines a~e according to theory for 
cylindrical blast wave ~ith an "initial" energy input. 
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Fig. 5. Longitudinal distribution of on-axis fring shift. 
The time shonw in each curve, in nanoseconds, is referenced to 
the time of breakdown at the focal plane, z = O. 
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Fig. 6. Fringe shift versus time at z = -2.25 cm. The 
negative shift preceeding the posi~ive shift (due to electron 
density increase) is due.to the compressed neutral gas. H2 
at 10 torr. 
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Fig. 7. Streak pictures showing longitudinal propagation 
of plasma luminous front (backward and forward) when the (hydrogen) 
neutral pressure is varied. Field of view is izl ~ 1.5 cm. 
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Fig. 8. Streak picture showing the elimination of the 
backward propagating luminous front. (Z scale is not calibrated). 
H2 at 10 torr. 
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NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account 
of work sponsored by the United States Gov
errunent. Neither the United States nor the 
United States Atomic Energy Commission, nor 
any of their employees, nor any of their con
tractors, subcontractors, or their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility 
for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness 
of any information, apparatus, product or 
process disclosed, or represents that its 
use would not infringe privately owned rights. 




